A&S faculty op-eds in response to the tragedy in Charleston include Riché Richardson (AFRICANA) in the *New York Times*; Edward Baptist (HISTORY) in the *Los Angeles Times*; and Grant Farred (AFRICANA, ENGLISH) in *Africa’s Country*.

**STATS AT A GLANCE**
- 33 external media stories tracked
- 2 press releases/tip sheets distributed
- 2 studio appearances arranged
- 2 *Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra* stories
- 4 Tumblr blog entries
- 11 Tweets
- 6 Facebook posts

**SELECTED STORIES**

**Humanities and Arts**

**Peace with honor in Vietnam**
*CNN, 6/25/15*
Fredrik Logevall (HISTORY)

**Forgiveness in Charleston isn’t absolution for 400 years of racial violence in America**
*Los Angeles Times*, 6/25/15 and 2 other media outlets
Edward Baptist (HISTORY)

**Taking down the Confederate flag musn’t obscure the South’s vile history**
*Washington Post*, 6/24/15
Edward Baptist (HISTORY)

**Can We Please, Finally, Get Rid of ‘Aunt Jemima’?**
*New York Times*, 6/24/15
Riché Richardson (AFRICANA)

**The Stranger Among You.**
*Africa’s Country*, 6/20/15
Grant Farred (AFRICANA, ENGLISH)

**Charleston Shooting Reignites Debate About Confederate Flag**
*New York Times*, 6/19/15 and 1 other media outlet
Edward Baptist (HISTORY)

*Gender as a Strategy: Exploring the History of Black “Transness”*
*DatingAdvice.com, 6/15/15*
C. Riley Snorton (AFRICANA)

Community vigil for Charleston set for 6 p.m. tonight *
*Cornell Chronicle, 6/25/15*
Gerard Aching, Russell Rickford (AFRICANA, HISTORY)

One for the books: Library fetes retiring archivist Elaine Engst
*Cornell Chronicle, 6/19/15*
Peter J. Thaler ’56

**Sciences and Math**

Boosting chip speeds with graphene
*Domain-b.com, 6/23/15*
Paul McEuen (PHYSICS)

Astronomers create array of Earth-like planet models
*Space Daily, 6/22/15 and 4 other media outlets*
Lisa Kaltenegger (ASTRONOMY)

Lucky Bounce
*Slate.com, 6/18/15*
Steven Strogatz (MATH)

**Social Sciences**

Using big round numbers in your eBay listings could be costing you
*Yahoo.com, 6/22/15 and 4 other media outlets*
Matthew Backus (ECONOMICS)

Nationalism is the new European norm
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 6/25/15*
Mabel Berezin (SOCIOLOGY)

**Other Stories and Multiple Departments**

The Humble Pig
*Pacific & Standard, 6/23/15*
Mark Essig PhD ’00 (HISTORY)
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